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Everything was peaceful until Luke moved in next door. He is the neighbor from hell.And he seems

to want me and I am determined to not give in.But his charm is hard to resist.When secrets come to

light it changes everything.Jacked is a lumberjack neighbor romance series and 80,000 words long.

No cheating and a HEA. Includes 4 bonus books.
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loved it

Luke and Emerson (Emmy) are neighbors, when Ryan, who co-owns a farm house that they

converted into a duplex and now Ryan has moved out to be near his family's business. Though

Luke and Emmy are attracted to each at first sight, they could not be more different then night and

day. Luke is competing for the title of Lumberjack Championship, which means he cuts down trees

and chops them into pieces and he makes custom made furniture and Emmy is a tree hugger, a

researcher with a grant to study and protect the trees and preserves the forest and also helps in the



family's business. Both Luke and Emmy have trust issues, since both have been cheated on by ex

lovers. Their attraction for each other grows as time passes, but there are people now are standing

in their way. One her mother and Chris an old friend, who's has a crush on her since high school

and who know Luke and Ryan from the Lumberjack competition's, is forever taunting Luke about his

affections for Emmy, every time they meet and is causing Luke to draught Emmys feeling for

him.This is a well written book, with a good storyline that you will enjoy read.I voluntarily reviewed

an advance copy of this book.

An enjoyable read with great characters.Luke owns a duplex house with his friend Ryan. Ryan has

had to shift back home to run the family business so he rents his side of the house to Emerson, who

is working on a research project trying to work out why particular trees seem to be infected. Luke

didn't know that Emerson is actually Emmy and he is stunned. Emmy is horrified to discover that

Luke is a competition wood chopper/logger. This goes against her beliefs about preserving nature.

Luke also creates custom designed furniture, again offending Emmy because she sees him wasting

lumber.However, Luke uses recycled wood to create his masterpieces. Emmy realises that she has

jumped to conclusions and the pair start to build a relationship. There are problems - Luke is jealous

of someone Emmy works with in the family business, and Emmy doesn't want to have a relationship

with someone who would be living over an hour away from where she would be living when she ran

the family business.How are they going to work it out?I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader

Copy of this book.

Emerson, the heroine of the first story was so aggravating and dim-witted, that I gave up at Chapter

30. Her treatment of Luke, the H of the story vacillated from unwarranted rudeness to "he's my only

one" and changed at the drop of a hat. SPOILER: Her attitude towards Chris, the story's antagonist,

was unbelievable. Why in the world did Emerson continue to associate with or defend Chris after he

had lied to Luke about his relationship with her, even saying he'd slept with her? Luke eventually

confronts Chris about his lies and when Emerson learns of this, she's angry with Luke and

rationalizes her anger by saying she's known Chris longer...really? I also could not understand how

such a supposedly intelligent person like Emerson did not recognize that her mother and Chris had

joined forces and were manipulating her. Luke's best friend Ryan also annoyed me, as he kept

making excuses for Emerson's behavior and tried to get Luke and Emerson together. Luke was the

only redeeming feature of the story and deserved much better than Emerson. Know there will be an

HEA...I'm just not sure I can invest any more effort in finishing it.



I voluntarily reviewed an arc of this book. I have read a lot of books by Claire Adam. It is a great

books. I love when I get to read whole series in one book. I don't like wait for a long time as each

book in series comes out. I like have all of them before I start to read them. I wish that I could find

more series like this one. I was hooked from the beginning of the book. I didn't want to put this book

down. The characters are well developed. I can relate to characters. I didn't want the story to end. I

can't wait to read more books by Adams. I will recommend this book and author.

I loved this book. It had so much to offer. It's entertaining, enjoyable and will hold your interest the

entire time. This is well written story with an easy flow. Claire did a great job creating a story that

has a sweet, steamy romance, a little humor and just enough drama to keep it interesting. The

characters are well developed too with personalities that made them relatable and loveable. The

chemistry between them is combustable as well. If you enjoy a good romance then I suggest adding

this to your reading list. I voluntarily reviewed an advanced copy of this book.

Jacked was amazing! The storyline was completely different than any I'd read before. The main

character Luke was such a 'man'. I wanted to wrap my arms around him, and get lost.His quiet, but

sexy demeanour was intoxicating. His chemistry with Emerson was electric. He was a gentle giant,

with an alpha sex appeal.The other character that had me reeling was Ryan. I mean wow!, too have

two characters so amazing was incredible. Ryan was sexy fun, and had such a funny

personality.Having a neighbour like Luke would keep me up at night. For good reasons. I'd want to

borrow sugar, milk, cereal, coffee, whatever that would give me a chance to catch a glimpse of that

mans body, or him in general.This was a fabulous read, and it had a great storyline. Do not want to

miss out on this book!I voluntarily read an ARC in exchange for an honest review.
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